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Today’s 
Game Plan

• Problem Statement

• About Tracking

• Timing and Browser Development Activities
• Next Steps



General 
Problem 

Statement

Non-transparent, uncontrollable tracking of users across the 
web needs to be addressed and prevented.

We have rough consensus on this as a place to start as of the 
Federation and Browser Workshop held 25-26 May 2021.

Further validated by the W3C’s Federated Identity Community 
Group charter. 

https://github.com/WICG/WebID/tree/main/meetings/2021
https://www.w3.org/community/fed-id/


Federated 
Identity 

Addendum

Applications and services need to work through browser to 
support SSO/federated login, and yet federated login and 
tracking tools use the same primitives and are 
indistinguishable from the browser’s perspective. 



The Short, 
Short Version

• Authentication that uses SAML will continue to work as 
designed for at least the next 2-3 years (excepting the 
ability to globally log out of all SAML sessions).

• Authentication that uses OIDC is going to partly break.

• Services (like SeamlessAccess) that use browser local 
storage or that share information between third-parties in 
frames (like Microsoft Teams) so that many domains can 
read the same data are going to have to have mixed results.

• Other features that enable tracking (IP addresses, browser 
fingerprinting) are already breaking



Considerations to Remember

• The main browser vendors are either very large (e.g., Google, Apple) OR not particularly well 
funded (e.g., Mozilla)
• Implications: priorities informing browser development are not always obvious, not 

always internally consistent, and are often driven by the biggest (or at least loudest) 
business interests

• The experience and lead driver of the browser vendors is in the consumer web
• Implications: browser vendors don’t understand government, academic, fintech, 

healthcare, …

• No single organization can test all the use cases
• Implications: browser vendors are still learning about what breaks as they make their 

changes (and yet, they have to make the changes to resolve the primary burning issue of 
tracking)



Browsers vs 
Browser 
Engines

• Browsers = Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge, Brave
• Browser engines = Blink (aka, Chromium), 

Gecko, WebKit
• Functionality is based on the browser engine 

more than the browser
• ALL browsers on iOS and iPadOS are actually built on 

WebKit; WebKit does not support third-party cookies
• Edge and Chrome are built on Blink; they will show 

much the same behaviors when it comes to features



How Does Tracking Happen?

• Third-Party Cookies 

• IP Addresses

• Browser Fingerprinting
• Link Decoration

• Bounce Tracking



Cookies

“HTTP cookies (also called web cookies, 
Internet cookies, browser cookies, or simply 
cookies) are small blocks of data created by a 
web server while a user is browsing a website 
and placed on the user's computer or other 
device by the user’s web browser."

• First-Party Cookies
• Accessible only by the domain that created it

• Third-Party Cookies
• Accessible to any site



IP Addresses
• Used to identify machines and/or services

• Often used to make authorization decisions
• Libraries
• ERP



Link Decoration
“A method of adding extra information to the URL”

• Used for:
• Query strings
• Front-channel tokens
• Tracking information



Browser Fingerprinting
“Information collected about the software and hardware of a remote computing 
device for the purpose of identification”

• Includes capture of information such as
• Browser used
• Fonts used
• Add-ons used
• Browser security configuration
• …

Out of scope for today’s discussion, but it is another way users can be tracked, and 
browser vendors are thinking about it.



Bounce Tracking
(aka Redirect Tracking)
• Used by trackers to get around third-party limitations

• Website A sends the browser to the redirect tracker to score a first-
party cookie. 

• The redirect tracker then sends the browser on to the user's 
destination with additional information stored in the browser that 
will allow the tracker to ’follow’ the user around the web.

• Used by OIDC to validate session information between an IdP and a 
Relying Party
• Implicit flow -- for browser (JavaScript) based apps that don't have 

a backend. The ID token is received directly with the redirection 
response from the OP. No back-channel request is required here.



What’s Changing Now?



Features that Can 
Be Used for 

Tracking

• If it can be used for tracking, it is under 
consideration for a major redesign

• Third-party cookies are high on the list of 
features to be removed in favor of a more 
privacy-preserving default web experience

• Browser vendors differ on how they are 
prioritizing development



Going on a Diet

Safari: third-party cookies are already blocked by default

Firefox: third-party cookies are already blocked by a blocklist, and

Chrome (desktop): “phase out third-party cookies over a three month 
period, starting in mid-2023 and ending in late 2023”

https://webkit.org/blog/10218/full-third-party-cookie-blocking-and-more/
https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2019/09/03/todays-firefox-blocks-third-party-tracking-cookies-and-cryptomining-by-default/
https://blog.google/products/chrome/privacy-sustainability-and-the-importance-of-and/


What Breaks When Third-Party Cookies are Gone

SAML Single Log Out will break (depending on how a vendor has 
implemented it)

Several OIDC/OAuth2 features will break (e.g., front-channel logout, session 
management, iFrame-based session extension, SPA background token renewal)

IdP persistence will break because of the third-party nature of the 
information (e.g., IdP discovery services, SeamlessAccess)



Cookies and Federation Behavior

• If you want to emulate the worse case of how the lack of cookies will impact software in 
use, test with Safari 
• Example: Microsoft Teams won’t work in Safari

• If you want to emulate how Chrome (desktop) breaks, change your config to reject all 
third-party cookies, with a couple of special notes:
• First-Party Sets / SameParty cookies will be exempt 

(https://github.com/cfredric/sameparty)
• Partitioned cookies and storage will be exempt

https://github.com/cfredric/sameparty


IP Addresses

• Apple’s iCloud Privacy Relay (part of an iCloud+ subscription) 
• First assigns the user an anonymous IP address that maps to their region but not their actual location.
• Then decrypts the web address they want to visit and forwards them to their destination. 
• This separation of information protects the user’s privacy because no single entity can identify both who a 

user is and which sites they visit

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT212614


Immediate Info for Your 
Campus IT and Library 
Staff

From SeamlessAccess:

FAQ on Browser Privacy Changes and Library 
Resource Access

(Or Why Your IP Authentication is About to Break)

https://seamlessaccess.org/learning-
center/browser-faq/

https://seamlessaccess.org/learning-center/browser-faq/


Browser Fingerprinting

• User Agent Client Hints, replacing User Agent String
• cleaner format for developers
• minimizing what is available by default (browser, major version, platform, mobile) and moving more detail 

to "by request”
• https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/User-Agent_Client_Hints_API

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/User-Agent_Client_Hints_API


Link Decoration

• Used by both OIDC and SAML to exchanged user information

• Different browsers are already Doing Something to manage tracking through link 
decoration
• See “Navigational-Tracking Mitigations” (https://privacycg.github.io/nav-tracking-mitigations/)

https://privacycg.github.io/nav-tracking-mitigations/


But Wait, 
There’s More!
What’s Breaking In The Future?



A Burgeoning Ecosystem

• First Party Sets - https://github.com/privacycg/first-party-sets
• a mechanism to allow organizations to each declare their own list of domains, to allow user identity 

to span related origins
• CHIPS (Cookies Having Independent Partitioned State) - https://github.com/WICG/CHIPS

• a mechanism to indicate to user agents that these cross-site cookies should only be available in the 
same top-level context (top-level site or that site's First-Party Set if it has one) that the cookie was 
created in

• Storage Access API - https://github.com/privacycg/storage-access
• provides a means for authenticated cross-site embeds to check their blocking status and request 

access to storage if they are blocked
• Login Status API (was isLoggedIn) - https://github.com/privacycg/is-logged-in

• inform the browser of the login "state"
• Federated Credential Management API (was WebID) - https://github.com/WICG/FedCM

• solving for death of third-party cookies specifically in the context of federated identity

https://github.com/privacycg/first-party-sets
https://github.com/WICG/CHIPS
https://github.com/privacycg/storage-access
https://github.com/privacycg/is-logged-in
https://github.com/WICG/FedCM


Timelines

• Apple’s timeline:
• n/a (but they’ve already done a lot of work in this area)

• Mozilla’s timeline:
• n/a (but they’re somewhere between where Apple is and where 

Google is)

• Google’s timeline:
• https://privacysandbox.com/timeline



W3C Federated 
Identity 

Community Group

• In scope 
• Prototyping changes to the federated 

authentication workflow to mitigate tracking 
possibilities. 
• Specifically, user agent features and APIs

• Out of Scope (for now)
• Design around identity-related scenarios which are 

not applicable to federated identity flows impacted 
by upcoming privacy-preserving platform changes. 
For example, fully-decentralized topologies.

• Ad-tech tools or APIs

Charter, Readme, etc: https://github.com/fedidcg/

Sign Up: https://www.w3.org/community/fed-id/

https://github.com/fedidcg/
https://www.w3.org/community/fed-id/
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